
A young Norwegian, who’s eager to explore the world, leaves his home shore at the age of  24 on a ship destined for the Americas. But 
a long stopover in Bordeaux to repair the boat changes his destiny forever. Determined to earn some money before resuming his 

travels,  Jens Reidar quickly finds a job in a small town a little further north, famous for the quality of  its eau-de-vie. He meets and 
subsequently marries a local girl. Thus Cognac becomes his home port. America will have to wait and a new adventure begins.

Before long,  Jens Reidar discovers yet another passion, one for cognac and the diversity of  its soils. He quickly becomes an expert, 
learns about the well-kept secrets of  the cellar masters and explores the treasure of  their cognacs. From this experience, the original 

signature of  Larsen Cognac is born in 1926.

The Adventures of  Jens Reidar Larsen

COLOR: Amber, golden glow  TASTING: Roasted mocha, vanilla FINISH: Long & silky

Larsen Aqua Ignis comes from a small batch of  fine-grain oak casks with a 
capacity of  225L. Each cask is plunged into hot water then toasted over hot 
fire, three times. This technique releases the most complex and finest 
aromas from the wood while keeping out undesired smoky notes, tannins 
and acidity. Bottled at 42.3%, the result is a unique cognac with intense 
aromas of  roasted mocha and vanilla and a silky finish. This Steam-Fire 
Process is unprecedented and legally protected. It makes Larsen Aqua Ignis 
a cognac like no other, outside of  the typical cognac categories. It is also 
what gives it its name: “water” (aqua) and “fire” (ignis) in Latin, or the 
combination of  water and fire, pushed to their limits. 



Each cask, made of traditional French oak, is plunged into hot water then toasted over hot �re, three times. �is innovation is unprecedented and is 
given the name Steam-Fire Process™. �e result is a cognac like no other, with intense aromas of roasted mocha and vanilla and a silky �nish. 


